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Abstract: Learning environments significantly influence student behaviors, academic success, school attendance and participation, all of which are problematic today. Less than half of high school students surveyed in 2005 would select the same high school again if given the opportunity, and only 38% agreed that the support they get at school encourages them to learn more. Pursuing increased educational effectiveness, this paper discusses a study that gathered and evaluated middle and high school students’ concepts of ideal student-centered learning environments in selected classrooms. This multi-method, participatory approach put cameras in student hands and ask them to photograph elements desired in their ideal classroom, “things that help you learn.” Interviews were conducted to explore the meaning behind each photo. Analysis was performed using the Personal Resource Systems Model (PRSM). Findings clearly indicate existing physical and emotional needs, left un-addressed by No Child Left Behind, that might be met by improving the material and social classroom environment.

Introduction

Americans feel that one of the main purposes of education is to prepare students to become responsible citizens (Rose & Gallup, 2000) – the type of adults that help make the world a better place. The public also believes strongly (88%) that the achievement gaps associated with ethnicity and socio-economic status must be closed. Of those responding to the 2005 Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll, 74% attribute the gap to factors other than schooling, but 56% say it is the responsibility of the schools to close it (Rose & Gallup, 2005). Successful living in the 21st century will require both, self-management and lifelong learning, according to prominent business leaders (Drucker, 1999; Peters, 1994). Psychologists and educators contend that
development of these personal capabilities is dependent upon adequate nurture (Brazelton & Greenspan, 2000; Garbarino, 1999; Search Institute, 1997a & b; Sergiovanni, 1992).

The mandate goes well beyond mastering data and information (standards). The mandate speaks to the knowledge required for daily application and the wisdom of choice and is the vital issue of our time. Secondary and traditional undergraduate students (15-24 year olds) represent a significant portion of our population and the immediate future of our society. The 2000 Census reported over 39 million Americans (13.9% of the total population) transitioning from childhood to adulthood, most of whom attend school. Yet the coming-of-age remains rocky. Violence and suicide are the number 2 and 3 causes of death for this segment of the population (U. S. Department of Health and Human Services, July 24, 2000). Motor vehicle accidents often linked with drinking and drugs, were number one.

During the 1996-1997 school year, the Search Institute (1997 a & b) studied nearly 100,000 youth in 312 towns to find specific contributors to the emergence of unacceptable behaviors. They found a complex but significant relationship between factors they termed “developmental assets” (i.e. support, empowerment, clear boundaries and expectations, constructive use of time, commitment to learning, positive values, social competencies and positive identity) and illicit drug use, violence, health, and success in school. The study indicated that the average American 6th-12th grader experienced only 18 of 40 assets traditionally flowing from home, family, and friends.

Yet these assets are vital. Only 1% of youth reporting 31-40 assets used drugs as opposed to 42% of those limited to 0-10 assets. The rate of violence was 6% among the highest asset group and 61% among the lowest. Good health was reported by 88% of high asset responders but by only 25% of low asset participants. Success in school also reflected these trends, with 53% of high asset students reporting success in school as opposed to 7% of low asset students. Subsequent studies yielded remarkably similar results.

Low asset rates and poor test scores are also correlated with childhood poverty. The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (Gonzales, et al., 2008) showed that wealthy schools (less than 10% poverty) posted fourth grade and eight grade science and math scores well above the US and International averages. Schools with poor students (75% poverty) posted scores approximately 100 points or 20% lower. Poverty short-changes children across a wide range of family and community assets leaving them simply not ready to learn.

Given the impact of all non-academic factors on school success, public education might have stepped in to fill the gap. In The schoolhome: Rethinking schools for changing families, Jane Roland Martin (1992) suggests that 3 C’s (care, concern, and connectedness) should share equal billing with the 3 R’s (reading, ‘riting, and ‘rithmetic) in education. Lynn Jenks (2001, p. 17) asserts: “the ideas, ideals, and the procedures of creating designs for living and handling age appropriate problems should be an essential part of the curriculum from elementary school through secondary school.” Closer mentoring generally results in more engaged students and research indicates that engaged students get more from school on all levels than their disengaged peers (Fredericks, Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004; National Research Council, 2004; Norris, Pignal, & Lipps, 2003). Sadly, the High School Survey of Student Engagement 2005 (80,094 students in 2005 and a total of 180,000 since 2004) found that more than 52% of students had not discussed ideas from their readings with a teacher outside class during the school year. Sixty percent had not communicated with a teacher by e-mail and less than half (48%) said that they had frequently discussed grades or assignments with a teacher. Not
surprisingly, only 53% of all respondents agreed that they cared about their current school, and 47% were disinclined to select the same high school again if given the opportunity. Slightly more than half (55%) felt safe at school.

Some analysts have suggested that the secondary curriculum in Family and Consumer Sciences (F & CS) be repositioned to supplement engagement and developmental assets within the standard school day (McFall & Mitstifer, 2005). For more than a century, F & CS practice has espoused a mission that included in some fashion - nurturing the individual and improving quality of life [building assets] through improving the relationship between people and their environment [enhancing engagement] (AHEA, 1993). The F & CS core is unique in academic circles; its approach to education is subjective, multidisciplinary, holistic/systemic, and applied. Linked to the community through cooperative extension, F & CS is poised to provide balance to, and more importantly a foundation for, the content standards established by No Child Left Behind.

The Research Question

As Interior Design Educators at a Land Grant University, we decided to explore our small corner of the larger problem. Research shows that environment strongly impacts IQ (Berliner, 2005, p. 23; Turkheimer, et al., 2003) and that classroom design has a significant effect on behavior and learning (e.g. Dodd, 1997; Colbert, 1997). Furthermore, greater changes are expected to occur for the poor than the non-poor as positive changes in their environments occur (Berliner, 2005, p. 36). Anne Taylor, Director of the Institute for Environmental Education, observes:

This is an intensely active time in school construction, and yet schools are built or renovated every day without input from students. Architects design monuments to themselves instead of places to support learning and curriculum. Educators occupy environments and use equipment they don't fully understand and can't exploit to the fullest. Children learn to tune out the environment rather than to develop awareness and a sense of belonging. Now is the time for foresight, inclusion, and planning, not ten years from now (2001).

That said, it might be noted that many if not most classrooms, including Family and Consumers Sciences classrooms, seem to have evolved with limited understanding of the effect of rich and complex environments on student attitudes and behaviors. How, we wondered, might F & CS classrooms be redesigned to help build learner assets and enhance student engagement?

Taylor insists that “all stakeholders, from students to community, must be involved in the programming and design of learning environments.” She advocates a model for participatory planning, which “establishes a system for learning across student developmental needs of the body, mind, and spirits; integrated subject matter disciplines; and learning processes.” The envisioned educational system informs the design of the built, natural, and cultural environment so that the resultant environment serves as a three-dimensional textbook (2001).

This line of reasoning led us to question what contextual supports students might perceive as beneficial to their learning. We decided to let the students tell us directly. The stated academic purpose of this pilot study was to “determine student perceptions of an ideal ‘student-centered’ classroom through photographic representations.” The findings, if useful, might find further application as preliminary programming for the design of a pilot classroom for Family and Consumer Sciences (FCS) and perhaps eventual adoption of that design by public secondary schools nationwide.
Methodology

Designers are visual people so we took a multi-method visual approach that allowed researchers to collect visual images from the students and clearly understand their intent behind the images.

Theory. First, we introduced a graphic model of learner in context. The PRSM model views the learner as being at the center of a multiple contextual interactions. In this convention, elements to be experienced are referenced around 6 named environmental dimensions (intellectual, organizational, social, material, natural, financial). (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
The PRSM Model of Personal Resource Systems Management.


The human agent at the center of this system engages his/her environment through 3 aspects (mental, emotional, physical). The beauty of this systems’ view is that participants are forced to consider social issues as well as intellectual ones; financial influences as well as organizational plans, etc. They are also required to consider the emotional side of daily experience as well as mental and physical.

The three personal aspects (physical, emotional, mental) and six environmental dimensions (intellectual, organizational, social, material, natural, financial) delineate 18 distinct interactions (3 aspects x 6 dimensions) for further study. Each interaction group is stylistically unique and requires consideration on its own terms (see Figure 2).
These interactions can also be represented in matrix format. Within the matrix format, the eighteen qualities of living sum by row to environmental satisfactions (i.e. social satisfaction, financial satisfactions), by column to personal well-beings (i.e. mental well-being, emotional well-being, physical well-being), and overall/over time to Quality of Life (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3**
Matrix format for PRSM data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MENTAL</th>
<th>EMOTIONAL</th>
<th>PHYSICAL</th>
<th>SATISFACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTELLECTUAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANIZATIONAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERIAL</td>
<td>Quality of living</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELL-BEING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QUALITY of LIFE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Collection.** At the time that data was collected in 2003, the PRSM model had been piloted as a course module in the participating Erie classrooms for five years. The students were well oriented to that way of systems thinking. Most of them had completed personal PRSM portfolios describing their life in context. In this pilot study, photoethnography was used as a primary
methodology to allow students the freedom to visually represent their ideas for classroom characteristics without being “led” by researcher-identified concepts. Also called photo-elicited interviews or visual ethnography, photoethnography is growing in popularity among visually oriented research fields (Clark-Ibanez, 2004). Photoethnography allows the participants to express their inner thoughts through visual means (photos), and provides an opportunity through an associated interview to express the meaning behind each photo. The photoethnography was supported by individual interviews with each photographer to clarify their representations. The photoethnographic methodology not only encouraged the sharing of their ideas, but also provided an enjoyable activity to provide fun while they were “working”.

To establish a benchmark, we began with a population representative of the “standard” view of public education – the type of school that politicians envision when policies are handed down. These visions include schools that are newer, clean, middle-class, and generally high performing. The participating schools were chosen from several within the Pennsylvania school district currently implementing the PRSM approach in their Family and Consumer Sciences classrooms. By including students familiar with systems thinking, representations were more thoughtful and relevant for the specific learner-centered classroom that was the focus of the study.

The researchers wanted to incorporate perceptions from both high school and middle school students to provide a range of developmental interpretations, and to explore possible differences identified between the two age groups. The district F & CS coordinator provided suggestions for one high school and two middle schools that would be appropriate for use in our study. The students in each F & CS classroom were representative of the diversity of the school district, the students had been involved in the PRSM program for over one year, and the teachers were willing to have their classes participate in the study. One high school F & CS class (n=22) and two middle school classes (n=33) were ultimately involved in the pilot study. Teacher commitment was an important component since several activities over the course of the project were conducted during the F & CS class time.

Participating F & CS teachers typically taught 4-5 different groups of students during the course of one day. We asked the teachers to choose one class group that represented their general student body and that they felt would be willing to be involved in the project. Each of the three teachers, in consultation with their district coordinator, chose the most appropriate group of students for the study, and provided the researchers with the names of the students and the class time they would be available. Students were informed of the study and asked if they would like to participate. While students were given the opportunity to decline, the overwhelming majority of students in each class chose to participate and indicated an excitement at being chosen to contribute their efforts to the study.

All appropriate IRB permissions were obtained. Prior to the project start, an introductory packet for each student was sent to the teachers in all 3 schools for distribution. The packet included a full description of the project, an explanation of activities within which the students would be involved, an assurance that the activities would not cost the student any money, and permission slips for both parents and students to sign. Descriptions covered both the photographic activity and the interview to be conducted at the completion of the photo portion. Each student was provided an opportunity to decline to participate without penalty, and no students were included without parental and personal permission slips on file. Permission packets were distributed to approximately 60 students; 55 returned the signed forms and participated in the activities.
The teachers were asked to be the researchers’ liaisons only to the extent of distributing and collecting packets. Classroom responsibilities for teachers are enough, and we did not want to burden them with additional tasks. Some teachers did choose to become more involved by way of monitoring student participation and including the activity in their classroom units. Other teachers willingly distributed and collected the packets without additional contribution. Teachers were asked not to include student participation or products in the grading structure for the grading period, and it was understood that the student work for this project was considered confidential unless the student chose to share their work with others. Since the researchers made it clear to the students that their participation was voluntary, we had assumed that the teachers would not be critical of students who chose not to participate. This was generally the case, but we believe that specific instructions to teachers indicating our commitment to student’s right to choose without consequences or disapproval must be provided in writing at the beginning of future data-collection periods.

Upon collection of the signed permission packets provided by the students wishing to contribute, the researchers scheduled trips to each of the participating schools. Personal visits were made by the two researchers and the assistant to each classroom to explain the study, respond to questions, and distribute data collection packets. The personal explanation of the study and providing a “face” to go with the work encouraged students and they greeted us with an unexpected level of excitement about the project.

During the visits students were provided with pre-made packets constructed by the researchers. The packets contained a clear instruction sheet with start and finish dates, an “idea-generating” sheet with possible questions to consider to jump-start their thinking about the classroom, a set of notation sheets to record their reasons for taking each picture, and a disposable camera. Each packet was numbered, and the camera within the packet was marked with the same number. To alleviate any possible confusion during the developing of the pictures, we also took a picture with the camera of a card with the camera number on it as the first picture of each roll. As each packet was distributed, the student name(s) and associated packet numbers were recorded. The researchers’ initial intention was to provide each student with an individual packet so they could develop their visual representations on their own. As the distribution began, students requested to work with a partner, so we allowed students to choose to work alone or with a friend to denote their personal images for a new classroom. We answered additional questions after the students had an opportunity to review the contents of the packet, then we left the classrooms. Each class was given two weeks to take their photographs and return their completed packets to their teacher. Students only needed to return the camera, but many included their note sheets also.

Teachers were provided with pre-addressed, pre-paid overnight mailing boxes and asked to place all of the returned materials in the box and send it to us as soon as possible after the student deadline. All boxes were returned, and the photos were developed and organized as they were received. Each photograph was assigned a number that included the camera number and the picture number. Photos were labeled on the backs, a small label with the number was also placed on the front of the picture, and the picture was inserted into a plastic photo page. A folder was created for each roll of film and all picture pages as well as note pages (also numbered) were inserted into the folder. Each folder was labeled with the student/camera number on the front for ease of retrieval. The level of redundancy in labeling was determined necessary to assure that pictures could be returned to their proper folder if they became separated and mixed with photos from other students.
After the pictures were developed and organized within their respective folders, the researchers contacted the teachers to schedule time to conduct face-to-face interviews with each of the participating students. Individual interviews were conducted with each student or pair of students, and participants were asked to explain their reasons for taking each picture and how it related to the redesign of the F & CS classroom. To minimize the amount of time disruption to any particular classroom, interviews were conducted by the two primary researchers and the research assistant. Interviews were scheduled outside the classroom, and approximately 10 minutes were allotted for each interview. Formatted note-taking pages were provided to each of the researchers conducting the interviews, and all interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for further clarification of data. Students were asked to bring their note pages to refer to during the interview if they had not submitted them with the camera packet. We provided students with their hand-written notes for the interview if they included them in the camera packet.

The interviews consisted mainly of the students describing their reasons for taking each picture and how that representation showed a specific element, item, or idea that should be incorporated into the new, student-centered F & CS classroom. At the completion of the discussion about the pictures, students were asked three additional questions. First they were asked if there was anything else they would like to share or any additional pictures they would like to have included and why. Second, they were asked how they felt about being asked to participate in the project. Finally, they were asked if there was anything they could suggest to improve the activity or the project.

**Analysis.** All interviews were transcribed and data was organized based on the PRSM framework. The 55 participants provided over 350 pictures to be sorted, coded, and discussed. Each participant who worked on the photographic portion of the project also participated in the individual interviews, so all sets of photographs had accompanying explanations. The recordings taken during the interviews were all transcribed by the research assistant, and the transcripts were evaluated for content, clarity, and types of responses. With the exception of the final three questions described above, qualities of living were identified from student responses by recurring key terms that were assigned to appropriate cells within the PRSM matrix. Numbers of respondents using that term or an equivalent were noted.

**Findings**

Overwhelming consistency was found in the ideas expressed by the students. Forty individual characteristics were identified as important to the students and included elements such as environments that allowed for comfort and relaxation; more interest in the classroom by using color, details, and art; variety and flexibility in lighting; more supportive furniture; and more access to resources such as reference books, computers, and magazines.

When analyzed through the PRSM model, three major areas of concern emerged. First, students felt a need to have the material dimension modified to provide more emotional support in the classroom. This was represented by items such as more detailing within the space, lamps, candles, window treatments, and art/posters.
The second area of emphasis identified was the need to modify the \textit{material dimension} to provide more physical support in the classroom. Pictures of soft seating, comfortable study furniture, additional storage, and temperature controls signify a need to change the balance between the material and physical areas.

Finally, photographs illustrated a need to manipulate the social dimension to improve students’ emotional states. These photographs included animals, friends in classes, and elements that provided a “homey feel” within the space.

Students were also asked their feelings about being asked to participate in the project during the individual interviews. The responses were overwhelmingly positive, and most students felt excited and honored that someone wanted to hear what they had to say about their own classroom spaces!

The PRSM matrix is the tool used for organizing and analyzing the data gathered from the photos and interviews with students (see Figure 4). Each cell in the matrix describes a person-environment interaction in terms of one personal aspect (mental, emotional, physical) and one environmental dimension (intellectual, organizational, social, material, natural, financial). For instance, the cell highlighted in green is concerned with a physical experience of a social environment (i.e. lack of breakout spaces).
During the transcription of the student interviews, key terms were identified and included in the PRSM matrix above. Each time a student referenced a key term or term similar, their response was entered into the matrix. For example, students identified their desire to have or interact with “real animals” 28 times within the interviews. Based on the conversations and the context within which they discussed the “real animals”, the researchers identified this need as part of
the social dimension/emotional environment satisfaction on the PRSM matrix. Other elements that represented the social/emotional satisfaction included friends in class, animal representations, improved bathroom access, cell phones, and a homey feel. These topics were referenced a total of 83 times within the interviews conducted. Responses are tallied in rows to determine environmental satisfaction, and in columns to determine personal well being.

**Discussion: Further Research**

**Other Stakeholders.** Additional data (mandates and constraints) are needed from parents, teachers, administrators, staff and other stakeholders before a final recommendation can be made for the re-design of F & CS classroom. That data is currently being collected and analyzed.

**Design Proposals.** Viable designs based on the student input as well as input from other stakeholders are necessary to move the information collected from this project into reality. Third and fourth year interior design students will create designs in a charrette format to provide initial visual responses to the data for review. The charrette is a frequently used method in design fields to produce several designs based on given parameters within a short amount of time. Participants will work in teams, and the guidelines for the project will be provided to each team at the same time. Teams will be given a restricted timeframe, and will be required to produce a viable solution to the design problem at the conclusion of the given time. Solutions are to be presented to an audience of reviewers, and designs are evaluated on the basis of the appropriateness of their end result. For the purposes of this project, each design would be presented to the students, teachers, administrators, parents, and other stakeholders, and critiques of each solution would be solicited. With all of the feedback in place, a final design based on a compilation of all input will be created.

**Critical Evaluation.** Ethnographies involve the study of a) an intact cultural group b) in a natural setting c) during a prolonged period of time d) by collecting, primarily observational data (Creswell, 1994; Wallen & Fraenkel, 1991). Critical ethnographies are a subset of that process in which the researcher “chooses between conceptual alternatives and value-laden judgments to challenge research, policy, and other forms of activity” (Creswell, 1994; Thomas, 1993). Creswell observes that “critical ethnographers attempt to aid emancipator goals, negate repressive influences, raise consciousness, and invoke a call to action that potentially will lead to social change (1994, p. 12).” This research was indeed local (secondary students in F & CS classrooms in Erie, PA) and it expressed an agenda. That agenda was to identify and advance certain elements of student success not addressed by current educational policy (the standards movement).

For qualitative (ethnographies) and critical (critical ethnographies) research, the goal is to comprehend another person’s subjective meaning, which is quite different from establishing the objective answers sought by normative science. Schutz held that the grasping of subjective meaning was the goal of social sciences and such data could only be garnered face-to-face (Polkinghorne, 1983, p. 209). However, some traditional researchers feel that such local and partial inquiries deny the possibility of knowledge detached from particular points of view. More moderate voices maintain that although one should be suspicious of such projects, their rejection leaves unanswered the question of how the human species will or can address the global problems that require informed action (Longino, 1990, p. 213). The PRSM format that we used for analysis offers an opportunity to satisfy both moderate and hardline objectivists with further research.
The solution lies in an iterative design process true to the feedback loop characteristic of systems practice. Phase 1 (student photoethnography), phase 2 (adult stakeholder criteria), and phase 3 (design charrette) should produce a design proposal suitable for implementation as a pilot public school F & CS classroom. Additional qualitative research might result in a narrative describing use of the space by selected students over a limited time period. Quantitatively, schools could measure student performance over time (harmful behaviors, school success, etc.) before and after implementation to establish the impact of the design solution. Finally, both qualitative and quantitative results can provide data to be used in evidence-based design decisions, and approach used more frequently now in all areas of design.

**Periodic Subjective Quantitative Measures.** More broadly, the PRSM Matrix provides a method for ongoing collection and manipulation of rich and diverse data specific to our methodology across large populations. Non-specific “objective” measures for many of the 18 qualities of living have been readily available to statisticians in the form of banked survey and census data. These data have been used to “indicate” broader contributions to quality of life (infant mortality as an indicator of physical well-being, telephones per thousand as a cue to material satisfaction, etc.). However, there are issues with the validity of the indicators. Our preference would be for a subjective quantitative measure reporting experienced quality of living on an ongoing basis. There is ample precedent for subjective quantitative measures in our financial accounting system - balance sheets, income statements, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), etc.

If this F & CS design prevailed, an annual quality-of-living measure using the PRSM matrix could be used to a) identify areas of maximum benefit for each year’s mentoring focus and b) document student gains year to year. Reporting is simple. Within the matrix, each of the 18 cells operates as a flow model (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). In the neutral state (0) skills and challenges are equal at a routine level. If skills are perceived to exceed challenges boredom ensues (-1). Challenges exceeding available skills result in anxiety (-1*). The ideal state, flow, occurs when skills and challenges are matched at a level just beyond the routine. In the emotional-material realm cited as needing improvement by our respondents, the measure would be emotional well-being (skills) matched against challenges in the material dimension. In their newer minimalist classroom with gray walls, gray carpet and limited views, there was simply no stimulation. Our middle-class students were bored by their environment (-1). The 1’s and 0’s logged in each report might be summed to measure individual development over time and/or class, school, state, region or national status and progress.

**Discussion: Suggestions for Future Research**

The study described in this article is a starting point for determining student needs in a classroom within a specific context. Future research is necessary to move the design of the 21st century F & CS classroom forward. Suggestions for future research in the context of the F & CS classroom and other settings are listed below:

1. Additional studies collecting data from middle and high school students from different geographic and socio-economic levels are needed to broaden the vision of the classroom modifications discussed.
2. Similar studies may be conducted on classrooms with a different purpose than the F & CS classroom to determine how the specific use affects the needs of the students.
3. Research focused on the pedagogy and classroom design comparing student needs using the PRSM model and matrix would help determine how the classroom design can more fully support a specific pedagogical approach.

4. A longitudinal study of student needs across their academic careers using the PRSM format would provide data on changes in quality of life needs as they age.

5. An annual survey tracking individuals’ quality of living needs within different populations outside of the academic setting using the PRSM format would help to determine needs of a more diverse population.

Conclusion

While much of the information provided by the students within this study was not surprising, the seriousness with which they approached the project, and their complexity and depth of thought was impressive. The issue of supportive classroom design seemed important to them personally. The data from this study clearly indicate that students consistently identify similar issues that must be addressed in the redesign of their “student-centered” classroom spaces. Although mental requirements were largely fulfilled in this exemplary school system, the material environment was deemed insufficient to meet their emotional and physical needs, as was the social environment.

As interesting as these findings were, the real benefit of this research is in the methodology and analysis tool. Photoethnography offers a way to gather rich and complex data from untrained participants in a way that is fun for the participant. Individual interview follow-ups to the photographic sessions are important to allow researchers to understand the meaning behind the photos, and to let the students’ voices be heard within the research results. The PRSM model and matrix offer a powerful tool for analysis of subjective and objective, qualitative and quantitative data. Together these methods and tools provide a coherent and sophisticated format for valuable and effective classroom research.
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